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Join the World Class
Islamabad School of Law provides an internationally recognized and valued legal 
qualification of LLB Hons, University of London. Islamabad School of Law is a leading 
institution in Islamabad and our students join a prestigious group of law graduates who 
have achieved great success in the legal profession and related fields. Our mission is to 
provide high quality legal education for our students so that they are a step ahead of their 
peers when they graduate and enter their careers. Our highly qualified teachers work with 
our students and oversee their development and growth. We also encourage our students 
to grow as individuals by providing a wide range of extracurricular activities such as 
mooting, mock trials and debating so that students can become skillful legal practitioners.
 
Studying at Islamabad School of Law enhances the ability to think critically and 
analytically; these abilities are highly valued in the legal profession. ISL graduates, 
therefore, have an excellent base to launch their professional careers not only as lawyers 
but also as company advisors and educators.
 
Whatever your reasons for studying law, ISL will equip you with highly sought legal skills 
for your careers. 

ISL has privilege of imparting quality 
legal education for over a quarter of a 
century. The faculty at ISL has always 
been competent, dedicated and 
responsive to the needs of our students. 
We provide an environment of education 
that fosters individual growth, enhancing 
intellectual abilities and genuine interest 
in legal learning. We are proud that our 
students have achieved great results and 
went onto to built successful careers in 
the legal profession.
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Certificate of Higher Education
in Common Law

Programme structure

Contract law

Legal system and method
Public law

Four modules

Criminal law

The CertHE Common Law is a 
qualification in its own right 
that also provides an entry 
route to degree study. The 
modules studied in the CertHE 
Common Law are the same as 
the Level 4 modules of the LLB. 
The CertHE Common Law may 
be studied either full-time or 
part-time. Students must have 
registered through and be 
studying at a teaching
institution recognised by the 
University for these purposes

You have the ability, motivation 
and self-discipline to study at 
degree level but do not have 
the qualifications usually 
required to enter a degree 
programme.

• You have a personal or 
professional interest in
studying law and would like an 
easily-managed programme of 
study. 

• You intend to undertake a 
degree programme but would 
like to gain a recognised 
qualification after one year.

You can achieve a law
qualification in some of the 
core legal subjects without 
committing to the full LLB 
programme, but with the 
option to go on to the full LLB 
programme.

Programme overview

This qualification
is for you if:

Institution support

• You can complete the CertHE 
Common Law in a minimum of 
one year and a maximum of five 
years.

• The CertHE Common Law is 
rigorously examined by
University of London approved 
academics. 

• You can transfer to the LLB 
programme after successful 
completion of three modules, 
including Legal system and 
method. 

• You must register with a 
recognised teaching institution 
so that you can benefit from the 
extra tuition support

Islamabad School of Law is one 
of the earliest institutions 
recognized by the University of 
London satisfying the quality 
criteria to teach this 
programme.

Features of the CertHE
Common Law:

My journey at ISL has taught me a 
lot more than I could have 
imagined. Islamabad School of Law 
has been instrumental in preparing 
me for the real legal world and has 
served as a useful corridor for me to 
transform into a lawyer from a law 
student. The faculty and welcoming 
environment always encouraged me 
to excel and will be dearly missed. 
The three years went by so quickly 
and will always be cherished. 

I strongly believe that opting for an 
external degree whilst studying in 
the comfort of my home city gave 
me an edge. The University of 
London Programme has been
carefully designed to cater to all 
types of students and I would 
genuinely recommend it to anyone 
who is passionate about law.

Faiza Asad (Class of 2018)
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High achievements

First class Hons (2017)
Highest aggregate in world in First Year LLB - 2015
Achievement award Contract law
Achievement award Legal System & Method

First class Hons (2018)
Achievement award Public Law
Achievement award Admin Law

Achievement award Public Law - 2018

Top 5 in Pakistan in First Year LLB - 2015 Achievement award Contract Law - 2019

First class Hons (2017)

Ahmed Farooq

Ayma Naseem

Usama Rauf

Rayan Karim

Mishaal Abbasi

Javeria Farrukh
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University of London LLB (Hons)

Entry into the legal 
profession in England and 
Wales involves three stages 
of training: academic, 
vocational, and practical. The 
University of London LLB is 
recognised as a Qualifying 
Law Degree and the 
completion of the academic 
stage of legal training in 
England and Wales as long as 
certain specific conditions 
are fulfilled: 

• The period of study must 
not be more than six years. 

• You must have satisfied the 
examiners in respect of the 
Foundations of Legal

Knowledge subject areas, 
which are: 

Contract law
Criminal law
Equity and Trusts
EU law
Property law
Public law
Tort law

• You must have passed 
these foundation subjects in 
not more than three 
attempts. 

• You must have 
demonstrated the 
attainment of various skills, 
including legal research, oral 
communication and IT skills.

Practising law in England and 
Wales

Islamabad School of Law was a 
life-changing experience for me 
and certainly one which set my 
professional career on the track to 
success. The UOL External LLB 
Programme was very well
structured, challenging and was 
taught with great clarity and 
cohesion. I,  truly value my LLB 
degree as it remains the core 
foundation upon which my
professional life stands firm and 
reminds me that studies coupled 
with hard work not only pays off 
well but instils a sense of
achievement, self-confidence and 
contentment. I am proud to say 
that ISL gave me the tools to 
overcome the fear of failure and 
the hope to achieve what at one 
point seemed insurmountable. 
 
Suleman Khan
Barrister, LLM (LSE)
ISL Class of 2002
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Satisfactory completion of 
the academic stage of legal
training does not guarantee 
automatic admission to the 
next stage of training
(vocational). For example, 
entry requirements will 
relate closely to your 
classification and results 
from the academic stage of 
your studies.

Solicitor 
• Solicitors Regulation 
Authority: 
sra.org.uk/students/
resources/ 
student-information.page 

• The Law Society: 
lawsociety.org.uk/ careers/
becoming-a-solicitor/ 

Barrister 
• Bar Standards Board: 
barstandardsboard.org.uk/
qualifying-as-a-barrister



LLB Structures
Standard Entry Route-
Qualifying Law Degree

Graduate Entry Route-
Qualifying Law Degree

Level 4
Four compulsory modules
Contract law
Criminal law
Legal system and method
Public law
Level 5 Level 5
Three Compulsory modules

EU Law EU Law

Property Law

Tort Law Tort Law

Level 6

Two compulsory modules

Equity and Trusts

Jurisprudence and legal theory

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Civil and criminal procedure

Company law

Conflict of laws

Criminology

Dissertation

Employment law

Administrative law

Commercial law

Family law
International protection of human rights

Introduction to criminology

Level 6

Two compulsory modules

Equity and Trusts

Jurisprudence and legal theory

Two optional modules chosen One optional modules chosen from:

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Civil and criminal procedure

Company law

Conflict of laws

Criminology

Dissertation

Employment law

Evidence

Intellectual property

International commercial law

Introduction to Islamic law

Public international law

Evidence

Intellectual property

International commercial law

Introduction to Islamic law

Public international law

Three Compulsory module

Property Law

Four compulsory modules
Level 4

One optional module chosen from:

Standard Entry LLB

Graduate Entry LLB

• As a Standard Entry student 
you must register for Legal 
system and method in your first 
year of study.
• You must be registered for a 
minimum of one module and a 
maximum of four modules in 
your first year of study. The 
maximum number of modules 
you may be registered for in any 
subsequent year is four, and 
exceptionally five in your
final year of study.

• If you have already completed a 
first degree then you may be 
eligible for the Graduate Entry 
LLB. This means that you will 
only have to study nine modules 
rather than 12 to complete the 
LLB. Eligibility for Graduate 
Entry is at the discretion of the 
University. 
• You must be registered for a 
minimum of one module and a 
maximum of four modules in 
your first year of study. The 
maximum number of modules 
you may be registered for in any 
subsequent year is five. 
• You must pass the online 
course Law skills for graduates 
before completing registration. 
This course is compulsory for all 
Graduate Entry students and is 
designed to prepare you for legal 
study through the development 
of legal skills in the context of 
learning about key aspects of the 
legal system. The course is made 
up of four units and a final 
multiple choice test, and
notionally can be completed in 
10 hours.

Contract law
Criminal law
Legal system and method
Public law
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I chose this programme because I 
felt it would give me a good 
platform to gain an advantage in 
entering the legal field. The years I 
spent studying for this were 
certainly rewarding. It encouraged 
me to develop an undying
commitment to a goal, set
strategic actions, learn from my 
mistakes, to keep going despite 
feeling defeated , to think outside 
the box and, like any degree, 
perceive  things critically. I am not 
only graduating with first class 
honours, I’m stepping into the 
future with a better version of me.

University of London and
Islamabad School of Law have a 
great reputation with employers.
Without their helpfulness and 
directness, my studies would have 
been more challenging. I owe my 
sincere gratitude to my teachers 
and well-wishers for the
completion of my endeavour. 

So much is possible after a law 
degree. I, however, intend to apply 
for Bar Professional Training 
Course in prestigious UK
universities. Alongside I can 
already imagine myself giving back 
to the law community by providing 
lectures to currently enrolled 
students. 

Ayma Naseem (Class of 2018)
First Class Hons
5 Distinctions
5 Merits



Rayan Karim joined the LLB international programme at Islamabad School 
of Law in 2014. According to a statement recorded for the University of 
London success stories in 2017, Ms. Karim says that she was “blissfully 
ignorant of what studying law would involve. However, the course material 
and tutoring advanced by the faculty served as a guiding light leading me to 
realise my full potential and achieve a first class award.” It was a truly
victorious moment for ISL as an institution committed to excellence. 

She is currently preparing to take up her Bar Professional Training Course 
(BPTC) at the University of the West of England starting September 2018. 
We wish her luck to succeed in her future endeavours.

Rayan Karim (Class of 2017)
First Class Hons 
3 Distinctions 
3 Merits



Ahmed Farooq
Ahmed Farooq registered as a student at ISL 
in 2014. He enrolled in the University of 
London Diploma in Law Programme. He 
received his Diploma in Law in 2015, scoring 
the highest aggregate in the world, and 
receiving multiple academic achievement 
awards and distinctions. He continued his law 
studies at ISL as a University of London LLB 
(Hons.) student and graduated with 
First-Class Honours in 2017, having scored a 
total of six distinctions over three years. 

During the term of his legal studies, Ahmed 
interned for Advocate Umer Gillani at the 
Foundation for Fundamental Rights. He also 
interned for the former Advocate General of 
Islamabad (Mian Abdul Rauf), and interned at 
the Research Society of International Law 
(Islamabad). He was also a Courting the Law 
National Scholar, a Mooter, and a national 
swimmer. Upon graduation, he worked at the 
Research Society of International Law as a 
Junior Research Associate. 

In 2017, he gained admission to Harvard Law 
School's LLM Programme. His studies at 
Harvard are currently underway.

6 Distinction
6 Merits
Class of 2017
Awarded Scholarship at Harward Law School



LLB (Course Content)University of London LLM

How you progress

A valuable qualification for both legal and non-legal
professionals, the University of London International
Programmes LLM, studied by distance learning, offers breadth 
and flexibility, enabling you to tailor your LLM degree to meet 
your personal and professional interests, without necessarily 
specialising in one area of law.

5 modules in total

Postgraduate Certificate
in Laws to Postgraduate
Diploma in Laws to
Master of Laws (LLM)

Postgraduate
Certificate in Laws:

� � � � �� � � � � � � �� � � � � � � �� � � � � � � �� � � � � � � ��

�

�

�

�

10 modules in total

Postgraduate
Diploma in Laws: 

� � � � �� � � � � � � �� � � � � � � �� � � � � � � �� � � � � � � ���

�

�

�

�

16 modules in total
 Master of Laws (LLM): � � � � �� � � � � � � �� � � � � � � �� � � � � � � �� � � � � � � ���

�

�

�

�

Structure

10 modules from upto four courses

16 modules to complete four courses

You take the following number
of courses and modules:

Postgraduate Diploma in Laws

Master of Laws (LLM)

Postgraduate Certificate in Laws

5 modules from up to four 
courses

Progression rules

If you begin with the Postgraduate Certificate, 
you can still progress to the LLM by completing 
the requirements for each award and working 
upwards. You simply complete the additional 
modules necessary to achieve the next award, 
as shown in the adjacent chart. Please note: you 
must finish each award for which you are
registered before moving on to the next.

The LLM from the University of 
London International Programmes has 
been developed by academics within 
Queen Mary and University College 
London Law departments, both of 
which have outstanding reputations.

Zujaja Qureshi

High Achiever
Awarded LLM Scholarship 2018
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LLB (Course Content)Entrance Requirement

10

Entry requirements LLM

For direct entry to the LLM, you will usually have 
one of the following:
• A Bachelor of Laws (LLB) with second-class 
honours from the University of London.
• A second-class bachelor degree (or equivalent), 
where at least half the units are in law-related 
subjects.
• A pass in the Bar Vocational Course (BVC) of 
England and Wales, or the Qualifying Exam of the 
Solicitors' Regulation Authority of England (or 
corresponding exams in Scotland or Northern 
Ireland), plus a second-class bachelor degree (or 
equivalent).
• The Common Professional Examination or a 
Graduate Diploma in Law, plus a second-class 
bachelor degree (or equivalent).
• You are qualified as a solicitor or barrister in 
England or Wales, or the equivalent elsewhere.
Even if you do not have the requirements, you can 
still enter at PGCert or PGDip level and progress 
through the awards to gain the LLM. 

Even if you do not have the requirements, you can 
still enter at PGCert or PGDip level and progress 
through the awards to gain the LLM.

For entry to the Postgraduate Diploma, you will 
usually have one of the following:
• A second-class bachelor degree (or equivalent) 
from the University of London or an acceptable 
institution.
• A master’s degree.
For entry to the Postgraduate Certificate, you will 
usually have one of the following:
• A bachelor degree from the University of 
London or an acceptable institution.
• At least five years’ relevant work experience, 
such as accounting, banking, finance or
insurance.

Entry Requirements LLB

In order to be registered for LLB (Hons) degree 
you must be atleast 17 years old and satisfy the 
following:
Either passes in:
• Two subjects at GCE A Levels + at least three 
further subjects at GSCE
or GCE level (not less than grade C).
• Three subjects at GCE A Levels + one further 
subjects at GCSE or GCE O Levels (not less 
than Grade C).

Entrance Requirement CertHe 
Common Law

to be eligible for CertHe Common Law you must 
be:

• You must be aged 18+ by the date of 
registration to register with the University of 
London
• admitted to a course of instruction for the 
CertHe Common Law at an institution that has 
been granted “Permission to Teach” status by 
university of London.
Selection Criteria
• Application form, enclosing all supporting 
documents and eight photographs.
• Written entrance test
• Interview
A student has to pass the written test and also 
be declared successful in the interview before 
he/she can made an offer of admission. 



Advance Level Subjects

LLB (Course Content)A-Level
Islamabad School of Law prepares students 
for Advanced Subsidiary (AS) and Advanced 
Level examination conducted by The
University of Cambridge and edexcel. 
AS-levels are accepted in all the Universities 
and carry half the weighting of an A-Level.

A-level students are required to take
minimum of three subjects and sit for the 
Advance Subsidiary level and A-Level 
examination at the end of the first and second 
academic year respectively. A-Level syllabus is 
extensive and students often require a great 
level of commitment in order to obtain 
excellent results. ISL offers A-Level complete 
course in one year for three subjects choice 
selection from the below (combined course of 
As and A-Level).  After completing A-Level at 
ISL, students can apply for LLB (Hons) UOL 
and complete their degree in Pakistan in 3 
years.

ISL provide comprehensive range of options 
when choosing subject combinations.

Scholarships

A limited number of scholarships are available in 
cases of academic excellence or financial need. 
ISL offers scholarships to students in its A Level 
Programme based on their past academic
performance. Students with outstanding O Level 
results may be awarded partial tuition fee waivers.

High Achievements 
In A-level Law 

Rahyma Tanveer 
A-Level Law 2008

Rahyma Tanveer was awarded 
high achievement certificate as 
among top ten Worldwide
International Student A-Level 
Law in 2008.

High Achievements 
In A-level Law 

Rohan Fayyaz  
A-Level Law 2016

Rohan Fayyaz was awarded high 
achievement certificate as among 
highest marks scored in Pakistan 
in A-Level Law in 2016.

Law

Govt. and Politics

Economics

Business Studies

Urdu

Subjects



Part A (relating to CPE/GDL)

• Public Law (Constitutiona
  Law, Administrative Law and Human 
Rights)
• Law of the European Union
• Criminal Law
• Obligations including Contract, 
Restitution and Tort
• Property Law
• Equity and the Law of Trusts
• English Legal system

Part B (relating to the BPTC)

• Advocacy
• Civil Litigation, Evidence and 
Remedies
• Criminal Litigation, Evidence and 
Sentencing
• Ethics
• Opinion Writing
• Drafting

BTT (Bar Transfer Test)
The Bar Transfer Test is the test for lawyers from 
overseas jurisdictions transferring to the Bar of 
England and Wales. The purpose of the Bar
Transfer Test (BTT) is to enable candidates who are 
qualified lawyers to have the opportunity to
transfer to the Bar of England and Wales, without 
having to undergo the full course of education and 
training as required in the Academic Stage
(Qualifying Law Degree or conversion course) and 
the Vocational Stage (Bar Professional Training 
Course, ‘BPTC’).

The Bar Transfer Test consists of a maximum of 13 
separate assessments, the majority of which are 
time-constrained formal written examinations, the 
remainder being oral assessments. The examination 
papers relate to the knowledge of the Foundation 
subjects as specified by the Joint Statement and 
covered in the Qualifying Law Degree (QLD) or the 
Common Professional Examination (CPE) or
Graduate Diploma in Law (GDL) and to the
knowledge, skills and competencies that are 
assessed on the BPTC. Together these form the 
essential components for Call to the Bar of England 
and Wales. In some circumstances, it may not be 
necessary for individual candidates to take all 
papers and oral assessments but candidates are 
required to demonstrate their ability in all papers 
that are required. In addition, those candidates 
sitting the Advocacy assessment are required to 
attend a compulsory training course at the Test 
Provider, before undertaking the assessment. The 
elements of the BTT framework and requirements 
are as follows:

The Qualifications Committee has the 
power to exempt qualified lawyers from 
the Academic, Vocational and/or
Professional stages of training for the Bar 
of England and Wales. Such exemptions 
may be granted subject to passing certain 
sections of the Bar Transfer Test (which 
must be taken at a single sitting).
Prospective candidates may not apply 
directly to undertake the Test, but must 
first apply to the Qualifications Committee 
under one of the approved routes of
transfer to the Bar. In some circumstances 
it may be preferable or necessary for a 
candidate to take the CPE/GDL rather 
than a large diet of assessments from Part 
A.

In September 1998 I made my first 
phone call to a law school listed on 
British Council prospectus, and since 
then there has been no looking back. 
ISL is not only a school offering  law 
classes, but is an institution shaping 
lives of each student forever.
The continous support and 
encouragement of the management 
and staff helps each student to tap 
their potential and excel.

Mehreen Ishaq 
LLM (Kings College, London)
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LLB (Course Content)Graduate Diploma in Commercial Law

Two compulsory modules:

Graduate Diploma in Commercial Law

Commercial law

Contract law

Two optional modules chosen 

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Company law

Conflict of laws

Intellectual property

International commercial law

Employment law

13

Programme overview
 
The Graduate Diploma in Commercial Law 
is a flexible programme aimed at those 
who wish to gain some knowledge and 
expertise in English commercial law to 
enhance their existing qualifications. The 
Graduate Diploma in Commercial Law is a 
qualification in its own right, designed to 
offer focused specialisation in aspects 
relevant to commercial law and practice 
for students who are eligible for admission 
to the LLB but who do not wish to register 
for the full degree, or require a bridging 
qualification for entry into postgraduate 
study on, for example, the LLM.

This qualification is for you if:
 
• You have the ability, motivation and 
self-discipline to study at degree level but 
do not want to commit to a full LLB
programme. 

• You would like to enhance key skills of 
communication, information literacy, 
analysis and argument.
 
• You want the flexibility to pace your 
studies to fit in with your other
commitments. 

• You want to develop specialist subject 
knowledge in the area of commercial law. 

• Please note that the programme is not a 
Graduate Diploma in Law and does not 
offer a Graduate Entry pathway to a
Qualifying Law Degree. 

Features of the Graduate Diploma

• Flexibility in the time you can take to 
complete it, in the available examination 
opportunities and in the choice of
modules. 

• The modules you take are rigorously 
examined to the same standards applied to 
both internal and external students
studying for the LLB with the University of 
London.
 
• Specially developed course materials and 
a wealth of online resources, including an 
online library and online learning
environment, giving you the ability to 
study independently, when convenient for 
you. 

Flexible study options 

You have the flexibility to pace your
studies to fit in with your other
commitments as you have up to five years 
to complete this diploma. You are also able 
to split examinations over two examination 
sessions in the academic year (subject to a 
maximum of two examinations in the 
October session).

The Graduate Diploma in Commercial 
Law is subject to validation



The Graduate Diploma in Law (GDL)/ Common
Professional Examination (CPE) is a graduate course 
which non-law graduates (and law graduates without a 
qualifying law degree (QLD)) may undertake in order to 
be eligible to apply for the Vocational Stage of Training 
to qualify as either Solicitors or Barristers. The GDL 
satisfies the professional body requirements of the 
academic stage of training for Solicitors and Barristers. 
The completion of academic requirements will provide 
students with the required legal knowledge upon which 
to undertake vocational requirements. Academic 
requirements must be completed prior to the
commencement of vocational training and can be 
fulfilled by the completion of either:

• a qualifying law degree (QLD); or
• a degree in any other subject, supplemented by an 
approved GDL course.

A GDL must meet the requirements of the Joint
Statement to be deemed to fulfill the academic
requirements.

The Graduate Diploma in Law (GDL)

English Legal System

Public Law

Legal Research skills

Law of the European Union

Criminal Law

Contract Law

Tort Law

Property Law

Equity and the Law of Trusts

Key requirements of the Joint Statement
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 Mohammad Ali completed his LLB 
Honours in 2004 from ISL through 
University of London (External
Programme). He was first called to 
the Bar by the Honourable Society of 
Lincoln’s Inn in 2005 after completing 
his Bar Vocational Course from the 
University of West of England. He 
subsequently qualified as a Solicitor 
of the Supreme Court of England and 
Wales in 2009. After moving to 
Canada in 2014, Mohammad Ali was 
called to the Nova Scotia Bar in 2016. 
Mohammad Ali currently works for 
Cox & Palmer in their Halifax, Nova 
Scotia office-a full-service Atlantic 
Canadian law firm with over 200 
lawyers through-out the four eastern
provinces of Canada.

Mohammad Ali Raza.
LLB Hons (2004)

Students wishing to undertake the GDL to qualify for 
the Bar Professional Training Course need to obtain a 
Certificate of Academic Standing (CAS) from the Bar 
Standards Board before they enrol on the GDL.
Applications for GDL are made through the Central 
Applications Board. 



Life at ISL
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Faculty and Administration

19

EDUCAT ION

Abdul Sami Qureshi
LLM    Queens marry University London.

Qasim Qureshi

Bar - at - Law

EDUCAT ION

Iqra Qasim 

LLB Hons.  University of London.

EDUCAT ION

Khadija Qureshi

LLM   University of London.

EDUCAT ION

Muttalib Qureshi

LLB Hons.  University of London.

EDUCAT ION



Faculty and Administration
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EDUCAT ION

Ehsan Qazi 

Bar - at - Law

EDUCAT ION

Ali Sohail

Bar - at - Law

EDUCAT ION

Usama Rauf 

Bar - at - Law

EDUCAT ION

Faiza Malik

Bar - at - Law

EDUCAT ION

Naima shahid

Bar - at - Law



Faculty and Administration
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Fozia Shah
LLM    University of London

EDUCAT ION

Ayma Naseem

LLB Hons.   University of London.

EDUCAT ION

Shifa Aftab

LLB Hons.  University of London.

EDUCAT ION

Rehab Javed

LLB Hons.  University of London.

EDUCAT ION

Iqra Mussadaq
EDUCAT ION

LLM    University College London.



Scholarships

A limited number of scholarships are 
available in cases of academic excellence 
or financial need. Islamabad School of 
Law offers scholarships to students in its 
A levels and LLB Programme based on 
their past academic performance.
Students with outstanding O levels, A 
levels results or LLB results are awarded 
schorlaship.

Scholarships in LLB 

LLB results

4 Distinctions       100% tuition fee
         scholarship 
3 Distinctions        75% tuition fee
         scholarship 
2 Distinctions        50%  tuition fee
         scholarship 
1 Distinction         25% tuition fee
         scholarship

BA/ FA first division will get the student 
approximately Rs.10,000/-off annually.

Every ‘A’ in the A levels will get the 
students relief of Rs.10,000 /-annually 
(excluding Urdu).

Scholarships in Alevels 

9 A’s and above    100% tuition fee Waiver 
8 A’s                        75% tuition fee Waiver 
7 A’s                        50% tuition fee Waiver



Alumni Success stories

Studying this course with the UOL 
has broadened my horizon and has 
brought a positive change in my 
personality. It has made me more 
confident, intellectual and 
open-minded. UOL gives you a 
flexible study option; you can do a 
law course that is globally
recognised while having the
comfort of your own home country. 
ISL and it’s teachers were a huge 
support system during my LLB 
Programme. They made sure each 
and every student understood the 
basics of law which later helped me 
during my postgraduate studies.

Shanze Malik
Bar Professional Training Course  
(BPP University)



Study in Pakistan
Graduate from Uk 

Amna Abbas.
LLB Hons (2008)

Amna Abbas completed 
her LL.B (Hons) from 
Islamabad School of 
Law in 2008 and then 
pursued the Bar
Vocational Course at 
City University, London. 
She was called as a 
Barrister to the
Honourable Society of 
Lincoln’s Inn. 

Amna Abbas started 
practicing law in 2010 
and became an 
Advocate High Court in 
2011 and also served as a 
Judicial Law Clerk at the 
Hon’ble Supreme Court 
of Pakistan. In 2015 
Amna got the 
Chevening Scholarship 
which led to an LL.M in 
International and 
Comparative Dispute 
Resolution from Queen 
Mary University of 
London. Her practice 
focuses on disputes in 
litigation and advising 
on corporate matters.

Study in Pakistan
Graduate from Uk 



L.L.M. King's College London, U.K.

Internships and job PlacementsInternships and Job Placements

The institution also makes arrangements for students to gain work experience at various law firms and 
corporate entities. While focusing on the interest of students in a specific subject area, we offer them 
internship in law firms specialising in those areas. For example, if a student is interested in criminal 
litigation, we try to get him an internship in a law firm exclusively practising and specialising in criminal 
litigation, hence enabling him to have a first-hand experience in a subject of his/her choice. 

Our alumnus plays a strong role in getting these internships and job placements. Numerous students 
after completion of their studies have or are offering their services in reputable organizations and law 
firms such as: United Nations, USAID, Shell Pakistan, Caltex, Attock Oil Refinery, British Petroleum, 
Orient Petroleum, Pakistan Petroleum Limited, Pakistan Tobacco Company Limited, PTCL, Mobilink, 
U-Fone, Telenor, Nokia Pakistan, National Accountability Bureau, Office of the Attorney General of 
Pakistan, Office of the Advocate General of Punjab, Hafeez Pirzada Law Associates, Mandviwalla and 
Zafar Law Associates, Aitzaz Ahsan Law Associates, Wasim Sajjad Law Associates, Kundi and Kundi Law 
Associates, Rizvi, Isa, Afridi and Angels Law Associates, Orr Dignam, Azam Chaudhry Law Associates, 
Qureshi and Samdani Advocates, and Qazi and Hussain Law Associates. Furthermore, a number of our 
students have joined the Civil Service of Pakistan or pursued a successful career in Politics and have 
become members of the National and Provincial Assemblies.



Access Centre

The access centre at Islamabad School of Law is a professional college placement and educational 
advisory unit exclusively for Islamabad School of Law students. It enables students to explore
international oppurtunities as well as the best of those on offer at home.

Access centre advisors help students talk out their career paths, select colleges to apply to, assist 
college applications and financial aid forms.

The access Centre has links with the world’s leading colleges and universities and frequently invites 
representatives of these institutions for information,seminars and discussions.

The following Universiies are just a few educational institutions that have recently offered admission to 
Islamabad School of Law students.

Buckingham University, England
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Further Information

Contact
If you have any questions that are not answered 
in this prospectus, please contact:
#15, Street 22,Sector F-8/2, Islamabad
Contact no: +92-3335433300





L.L.M. King's College London, U.K.

facebook.com/IslamabadSchoolofLaw/ Instagram.com/Islamabadschooloflaw

http://isl.org.pk/

For further information on the range
of programmes we offer, please visit
our website or contact us at:

Email us at: Info@isl.org.pk
Contact no: +92-3335433300
#15, Street 22,Sector F-8/2, Islamabad


